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The influence of electrosmog

The human body is influenced by electromagnetic radiation. Due to this, control commands from the brain are not passed on correctly and sometimes even faulty controls occur. Similarly, faulty controls occur in the cell metabolism which result in organ malfunctions and with long-term influence in changes to tissues. **The person becomes ill.** The regulation which otherwise operates by itself is severely disrupted by electromagnetic influences.

Some biological effects of electrosmog

- Sleep disturbances
- Concentration disturbances
- Circulation disturbances
- Headaches
- Tiredness
- Tinnitus
- Nervousness
- Allergies
- Depressions
- Decline in performance

The number of people who react hypersensitively to electrosmog is continuously increasing!
Positive alterations in the blood picture by the use of RayGuard can be proved by **dark-field microscopy**!

**Basic findings:**

| Experimentee: Female, 43 years old | Blood after 48 hours with mobile phone in stand-by mode without RayGuard | Condition after about 48 hours with mobile phone in Stand-by mode with RayGuard |

The **RayGuard** protects the body against all types of electrosmog and thus helps to restore the harmonious equilibrium in the human organism. The information flow from the brain to the cells can again take place without hindrance. The Self-regulation of the body is once again ensured.

For proof of the effect of the RayGuard devices there are methods of measuring and detailed studies. You can get information on these from all our authorized RayGuard dealers.
Experiments with the RayGuard:

The effect of the RayGuard has been scientifically tested by Dr. F. Marinelli (CNR of Bologna).

The results were:
1. The electromagnetic radiation produced a clear reduction of cell proliferation and DNA cell cycle modification especially after 48 hours.

2. The RayGuard protected the cells from the reduction of cell proliferation and DNA cell cycle modifications.

This is the first time a scientific experiment could show the cell protecting effect of the waves absorber. These results were statistically significant. (publication in preparation)

The graph demonstrates the cell protecting effect of the RayGuard.
Proof of effect by the Prognos system:

Energy level with and without RayGuard

From measurements on the meridian net, clear positive consequences can be determined in connection with the RayGuard.
We congratulate you on buying a RayGuard body&car.

This device, developed after many years of research, serves to protect you from electrosmog. RayGuard body&car physically neutralizes the unhealthy parts of electromagnetic fields. By that means, the radiation can not damage your health anymore.

This small RayGuard you can wear around the neck or put it into your pocket. It is also excellent as a keyring. It has a weight of only 20 grammes and should be carried on the body day and night or no farther away from your body than 1 metre (field of activity!)

The service life of the RayGuard is unlimited, because it uses only the oscillatory energy existing in its vicinity. The device is weld together by ultrasound and is not to be opened by force, because the function could thus be affected and the warranty would expire.

The RayGuard devices are subject to most severe quality controls and are considered one of the world-wide innovative products of their kind.

When buying a RayGuard, you get a 2 year warranty on its function. In case of damage caused by improper handling of the device (mechanical damage, heat above 60 degrees, etc.) the warranty expires!
Application of the RayGuard body&car:

Protection from electrosmog at the workshop place (computers, monitors, transmitting stations, DECT phones, cell/mobile phones, WIFI-systems, wireless Internet, Hotspots, etc.), at home (TV, power supply system, stereo set, kitchen stove, hair drier, electric shaver, high tension lines, satellite installations etc.), in hospitals (intensive-care units, radiological facilities etc.), in aviation (cockpit, radar units etc.).

Advice: After RayGuard devices have been put into operation, electromagnetic fields are still measurable with the help of traditional measuring instruments. The function and effect of the RayGuard can be reproduced directly on the human body by means of Dr. Voll’s electro-acupuncture-measuring, by the PROGNOS-meridian diagnosis or by the computer-decoder-dermography. A first reaction similar to Homeopathy is possible.
If your device drops off something, or if you hear peculiar noises or sounds within your device, please send your RayGuard back to your distributor for an examination.

If any questions, please contact your dealer.
RayGuard is available in four variants

**body&car** for around the neck or as a key-ring

- Dimensions: 58 x 36 x 12 (length x width x height in mm)
- Effective radius: 1 metre
- Weight: 20 grams

Do not heat the case more than 60C!

**mobil** for the bedside and workplace

- Dimensions: 126 x 54 x 24 (length x width x height in mm)
- Effective radius: 2 metres
- Weight: 80 grams

**home** for the living, working and office areas

- Dimensions: 250 x 130 (diameter x height in mm)
- Effective radius: 15 metres
- Weight: 600 grams
- Weight wood: 1600 grams

The effect of the devices is not reduced through interior walls, glass surfaces, etc.!